INTRODUCTION
Violl provides details of the dance performed by the Prieska San. While the young people did not know the tradi tional San dances, several of the older people said they had danced these in earlier days. With regard to the dance with sticks, this was called the 'Pot Dance', perhaps because the drum played at this dance consisted of an old pot with a skin stretched over the top. This dance began with Guiman playing the gora and then the "going-going", a stick of bamboo with a thong attached which had a small, flat piece of wood attached to the end. This was slashed about until it made a "faint, whistling, booing sound". Violl (1911) recounts: During Guiman's original concert, numbers of Bushmen in creased the squatting ring of people around him, and the drum in a neighbouring hut grumbled restively. Suddenly the rags of Klaas's front door were pulled aside. And out stepped Gaiki, an old pot with a skin stretched over the top in her hand. Klaas followed her with a basin of water, out of which she moistened the drum skin, then he himself began to tie on his dancing rattles.... Klaas tied the dancing rattles made of springbok ears and filled with pumpkin seeds on to the top of each foot, after which he took a staff in each hand and stood up. Someone in the ring flung him a goatskin to dance on, and Gaika began a rhythmic beat upon her drum. One or two pairs of hands started a faint clapping. "Go on, louder," said Klaas bending over and beginning to shuffle his feet. Literally the translation of the word "dance" in Bushman means "to tread", and literally this was the chief characteristic of Klaas's performance. He stood almost in one place on the goatskin, treading and shufffing each foot, each movement setting the pumpkin seeds rattling in the springboks' ears. As he danced the clappers brought their hands together with more force. Now and again he fell to the ground. Instantly the ring of women raised their arms in a gesture of repulsion, at which he assumed an expression of disappointment, and scrambling to his feet began his shuffles on the goatskin again. Time after time this was repeated until Gaiki began to weary of playing the drum.
After resuming drumming for a while, "Gaiki" (//k'ai) passed the drum to 'Janikie'. to the people in Fig. 12 , with thin, stick-like, elongated limbs (Fig. 13) . One of the figures at this site, a hartebeest that is painted below and towards the right hand side of the upper line of hartebeests, holds its front legs forwards as if they were arms, and appears to be holding a stick in each hand, or one stick in both hands. The manner in which the hartebeest at this site have been depicted reinforces the connection apparently made between people and animals in the painting illustrated in Fig. 12 . This supports the idea that the San painters intended to make a connection between the thin, elongated limbs of the animals and people depicted and the sticks held by figures in the paintings. Finally, a painting from the western Cape of an antelope therianthrope in stooped position is depicted holding either one or two sticks (Fig. 14) . The fact that this form of dance is also known to be practised by Bantu-speakers means that we cannot be completely sure that the Melikane figures and the 'buckjumper' photographed in 1934 are San. They may be Bantu-speakers engaged in a rite that had a San origin. However, if we take the view that the Melikane figures were meant to portray San ritual functionaries, we also need to allow for the possibility that the religious meaning attached to the dancing sticks rite by the San changed, to a greater or lesser extent, with progressive exposure by particular San groups to the religious beliefs of Bantu-speaking agropastoralists. This would be an example of change in the meaning of a religious symbol or rite while its outward form remains constant, a phenomenon that Van der Leeuw has termed transposition (see Jolly 1998 for a discussion of this phenomenon).
We can expect this process to have occurred most often in cases where San established particularly close relationships with Bantu-speaking agropastoralists. Qing is a case in point.
